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I. INTRODUCTION

Owning the family home has always been at the top
of the list in the American dream.
the American way.

I t symbolizes in part

We often allude to the "dream house"

but homes today, like all things, are very expensive, and
getting more so each year.

Fewer and fewer households

are able to buy a home, and fewer still are able to buy
the home they want, much less commission one to be built
to their needs.

The demand for housing at all levels of

income exists, but this thesis will focus on just one
segment of the housing question - housing for the middle
income market.
Today the majority of single family houses are built
on a speculative basis; that is, built before they are
sold.

In Bozeman as many as seventy-five percent of the

houses now being built are on speculation.^ These houses
are of a generalized nature, constructed from stock plans
that show little i f any consideration for region, sur
rounding architectural character, or most importantly
for those particular people who will live in the house.
The contemporary house tends to get lost in its own
anonymity.

We can find block after block of the same

dull facades and building configurations in every American
suburb.

The designs are never perfected and the mistakes

perpetuate themselves.

The houses become unresponsive

to the changing needs of the inhabitants, which results

in their either living with the problems or moving,
without trying to remedy the situation.
The new housing offered in Bozeman is in no way
inadequate, but neither is i t a good solution to the
housing demand.

An alternative must be offered that

realizes the needs of the users and translates them into
a more livable and workable product.

This concept,

idealistic or not, must lend itself to solutions within
the realm of conservative reality.

The project must be

considered from not only the direction of design, but
also from the standpoints of cost and marketability. The
colutions must be such that they can be built by a con
tractor as fast and efficiently as the present houses,
and still offer the contractor the same profit margin.
Conversely, the solutions must be within the budgets of
those who will buy them.

The solutions must be attrac

tive to both the builder and the buyer.
Economics and lack of wisdom may prevent people
from choosing what is ultimately in their best interest,
but their preferences, not the theories of architects or
builders will in the long run determine the house market.
A medium must be found that is sympathetic to the users'
and builders' preferences, and yet is a grade above the
present

standards of design.

STATEMENT

Prototypical dwellings can be designed which
better satisfy the needs of the user and builder in
terms of economic and living requiranents.

PROJECT

Design two prototypical single family houses that
can be varied from one unit to another as subdivision
houses.

PROGRAM

The cost of these houses is to be comparable to

those now being built with similar features and square
footage.
The designs are to be adaptable to the changing
needs of the inhabitants.
The houses are to reflect a regional architectural
character.
The designs are to be flexible so as to present
several variations on a single plan type.
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SECURITY

I I . THE NATURE

By exploring the nature and meaning of the house,

OF HOUSES a better understanding of its functions and inherent
qualities can be attained.

This understanding can then

be applied toward more purposeful design decisions.
(See Figure 1)

EXPRESSION

A house expresses personality.

It can be an ex

pression of individuality and a sign of values and
success.

I t also provides security and a sense of place

and territory.

These expressions can be seen and felt

both by those living in the house and by those who visit
or merely pass by.

To those living in the house i t is

psychological, physical and economic security.

Those

viewing the house, on the other hand, are able to sense
the personality and values of those living there.

To

design for generalized inhabitants i t is necessary to
study both the inward and the outward expressions of the
house.

The prospective buyer is just as aware of the

image portrayed by a house as he or she is to its inter
ior features.

SECURITY

Security is a combination of several factors which
form the basis for the sense of place which makes a
house a home.

These factors include shelter, territory,

investment, and privacy.

The primary function of the house is shelter to
protect man from the natural environment.

The house

is an environment that is usually better suited for
man's natural but timid adaptations.
To people, a house represents a clear boundary of
territory.

I t can give people a sense of place.

house is where they are in control.

The

Man is basically

a territorial animal; and the house is the primary tool
by which man can express territory or domain to others.
To people, the house is an investment as well as
a consumer object.

The investment involves not only

money, but time on the part of its inhabitants - impro
vements, alterations and in simply living there.
A house is where one can be private with one's
family, friends or with oneself.

I t provides the indiv

idual with opportunities needed for sharing confidences
with those who are trusted.
individuals and society.

A house is a buffer between

Our society stresses the unique

ness of the individual and a person's worth as a human
being.

The house is the stage for this individuality,

allowing its inhabitants to act and react as they feel
in privacy without fear of public reproach.

Most people

prefer to live in single family houses over apartments
because of the privacy and autonomy afforded by the .
single family house.(2)

A11 of the preceeding factors are inherent to the
being of a house, and they present the more objective
aspects of the house.

But what makes a house a home?

This is a subjective question and can only be answered
in truth by those who call their house a home.

But

regardless, certain characteristics of houses can, and
do make them homes.

These will be studied in the next

chapter.
IMAGERY

A person's house is the visible evidence of his
or her lifestyle, family relationships, income level,
and general outward feelings.

The contemporary house-

buyer is ofter unconciously seeking a symbol that will
represent the success or status,or at least the person
ality of that individual or household.

The style and

ornament of a house often reflect the self image of the
owner, which in turn announces to friends and strangers
what kind of person lives there.
The single family house itself is generally con
sidered a symbol of success.

How much that symbol is

elaborated upon is up to those living in the house.
People will generally advertise their niche in society
through the house they live in.

In turn, the house is

usually in a neighborhood of similar houses.

Research

has shown that those in helping professions will tend

to live in more humble houses, while those in selfmade business oriented occupations will often live in
"display" homes that at times appear ostentatious while
representative of their struggle to the top. ^
The chateaux, palaces, and mansions of Europe as
well as the colonial estates of America are the primary
sources for the residential symbols of success.

Stem

ming from roots of several centuries past, they repre
sent the ideal of millions of people less fortunate than
the rich who lived in them.

Designers will often incor

porate tall columns and elaborate doorways into other
wise mundane houses in an effort to attract prospective
buyers.

People immediately relate this kind of detail

ing to the splendor and richness of the past and often
buy these houses over ordinary "classless" houses.
People generally have houses that bear some relation
to their income level.

The house will be in a neighbor

hood of similar houses. No one wants to live outside,
or at least below their status image.

For this reason,

too, a house cannt be too atypical, otherwise i t will
not be acceptable to a given neighborhood.

A house must

ultimately be able to sit comfortably in its context,
or at least tastefully compliment i t .
The house is also a setting for human expression.
People will live in houses that they like, which is

indicative of their tastes and values.

I f people are

forced to live in a house they don't like, most will
in some way try to improve or adapt the house to their
liking.

Ultimately, the impact of a given family upon

a given house is noticable.

That impact will be char

acteristic of that family's ideas and personality, or
in the case of keeping up with the Jones's, their atti
tude.
The types and styles of decoration introduced to
a residential facade are also expressions of the house
hold's personality.

Paint scheme, building details,

landscaping, and signs of human activity are all part
of the overall picture that is presented to the public.
The interior with its furnishings, colors, and arrange
ments paint a picutre that is presented to those who
are allowed more personal and intimate contact with the
household.

While the facade is the public image, the

interior is the true representation of the household.
I t is this dichotomy that results in a house being a
home.
Eugene Rifkin, author of Architecture and People
said, "Home is where one dwells with one's lares and
penates, loved ones, and cherished memories; also i t
is the face one presents to the world.

To advertise a

new building as a home is to deny the value of a human
sou1."( 4 )

The human element in a house is introduced

only when people move in and make i t a lived-in, func
tioning space that can be called home.

It is the activ

ity of the house that makes i t a home.

It becomes the

designer's job, then, to promote this activity through
thoughtful and considerate design.

III. THE FAILURE
OF

MASS

DESIGNED
HOUSES

Against these basic needs one must also take note
of an increasing phenomena which is becoming a characteristic of our society, that is the ever increasing
mobility in which people are now moving every few years.
As they shift their jobs and income brackets, the idea
of home becomes less and less associated with house.
A house means more of a temporary station in life and
less of a place to live and call home.

Now i t must be

something that can be disposed of easily on the housing
market, mush as a commodity.

People have been sacrificing

the need for a sense of place and home for the need of
a cheap shelter.

Less and less care is going into the

design of houses as a place to live

because the users

are demanding less and less from the houses.

In moving,

people find as little feeling for their house as they
might have when trading-in an old car for a new one.
People are being numbed by their own passivity.

"Well,

we'll only be here a short while.

It's not so bad."

Granted, economic factors play a large part in the
dwindling number of good, livable houses.

High prices

have eliminated many of the amenities that were prev
iously thought essential, but that is only part of the
problem.

Not enough attention has been paid to the

human aspect of mass designed housing in place of those
things deemed not necessary after all.

THE DESIGNER

Home is a concept that lives within the envelope
of the house.

We measure the quality of a house accord

ing to its success as a home to its inhabitants.

Yet,

designers tend to study house rather than home --space
in plan as a measure of feet and inches rather than
conceptual space to be lived in.

Le Corbusier once said,

"...Our architects' professional attitude is lamentable
because we build one cell, then add a second, a third,
and a fourth, fifth, because we impose our predetermined
and perfected volumes reflecting an average sensitivity,
which, however, never reflects the sensitivity of those
who are going to live in these houses.

An architect's

or designers success is often judged either by the app
roval of his associates or peers through publication,
or by the satisfaction of clients who are sometimes never
even users of the building.

The success or failure of

a project must be judged by the inhabitants themselves.
The role of the designer is to organize space at
different levels: the region, the city, the area, the
building, or even the room.

At each scale, the environ

ment and space organization have meaning for the inhab
itants, particularly the measure in which they can give
their own meaning. In the case of housing, giving meaning
becomes particularly important because of the emotional,
personal, and symbolic connotations of the house.

The

inhabitants must be able to identify with their house
and be comfortable living in i t .

The housing industry,

save for the custom segment, denies much of the ability
to personalize a house by using dull and repetitive
designs and by building in endless rows with uniform
setback's.
THE CLIENT

People move into houses designed for a generalized
and often stereotyped occupant, whose values are some
times alien to theirs.

In the design of builders' mass-

market plans, the different needs and forms of personal
ization are often ignored, or even neglected.

Plans

become standardized on the basis of economic and tech
nological specifications, not the needs of the users.
The users find themselves in a squeeze between a manu
facturer's building module and the sometimes false

preconceptions of their needs by the designer. I t is
important that the individuality of different users be
considered from the inception of the project through
the final construction, even though no one actual user
is chosen.

The designs need to be variable to allow for

common differences to be expressed.

Adaptability should

be a prime criteria for design, as ultimately the house
will outlive its first inhabitants and probably several
that will follow.
In our technological age we tend to standardize
just about anything. This process increases factory
production while minimizing on-site construction time
and thereby costs.

Entire subdivisions are built using

a single plan with minor variations.

These rarely allow

for the individuality of the homeowners to be expressed.
The people, too, become standardized, which is against
any form of human expression or individuality.
People don't feel comfortable when they are unable
to find some kind of personal identity.

A small scale

housing project done by Le Corbusier in France during
the 1920's was thought to be a failure because of the
similarity and regimentation of the designs.

Critics

later realized that the inhabitants were satisfied with
their homes.

They weren't necessarily happy with the

original design, but with their adaptabi1ity in the
structures to their specific needs.

One man commented,

" I don't think that i t can be very pleasant to live in
the same sort of house as your neighbor.

Look, that

house over there is not the same as mine, which makes
us feel superior, you see, and our neighbor feels his
home is superior to ours, and so on.

This way every

body feels that his home is better than anyone elses."^)
Although the houses were initially the same, they allowed
for a degree of adaptation by each household.
I t is understood that any house, no matter how well
designed will never completely satisfy the inhabitants.
The task of the designer, therefore, is to provide an
infra-structure, a basic framework, within which the
inhabitants would be given more or less a free rein to
their own ideas with respect to quality and quantity of
space and its allocation.

IV

THE BOZEMAN

Historically, Bozeman's housing supply has been

HOUSING MARKET predominantly single family detached units*. These
presently constitute 46% of the housing within the
city limits and 60% outside the city limits and within
the Bozeman Planning Area.(See tables on next page.)
The planning area is comprised of the area within a four
and one-half mile radius from Bozeman itself.

These 1977

figures are down compared to the 1970 figures of 49% and
70% respectively.

I t is anticipated that as the growth

of single family units stabilizes, the number of condo
miniums and multi-family units will likely rise.

New

construciton in the area from 1970 through 1977 has been
34% single family dwellings and 30% multi-family housing,
but in 1978, 46% of the housing starts were multi-family,
while only 26% were single family dwellings.

This drop

in single family units, as opposed to multi-family units,
can be attributed to investments by people who rent to
college students as well as to the higher costs of owning
a home..
Estimated housing requirements for the area for
1978-80 are for 245 single family dwellings per year,
247 multi-family units, and 14 multi-family/apartment
*Unless otherwise noted figures are from Bozeman
City -County Planning Board, Bozeman Housing Element,
1977.

Fig. 2
COMPOSITION OF HOUSING IN THE CITY OF BOZEMAN
(1970 and 1977)
1970
1977
Type of Unit
No.
%_
No.
%
Single family

2,856

49

3,351

46

Multi-family
(2-4 units)

1,247

22

1,685

23'

Apartments

1,327

23

1,840

25

306

6

475

6

Mobile Homes

Total

5,736

100.0

7,351

100.0

Based on 1970 Census and 1977 City Building Permit Data

Fig. 3
COMPOSITION OF HOUSING IN THE JURISDICTIONAL AREA
(1970 and 1977)
1970

(%)

1977

(%)

800

(74)

1,274

(64)

Multi-family

54

(5)

69

( 3)

Mobile Homes

227

(21)

661

(33)

1,081

(100)

2,004

(100)

Single family

Totals

Based on 1970 U. S. Census Count and 1977 Land Use Inventory.

Fig. 4
HOUSING CONSTRUCTION IN THE CITY
(1970 - 1977)
Single Family

Multi-Family

Apartment

Total
Units

1970

30

20

64

114

1971

75

25

0

100

1972

71

81

60

212

1973

42

14

231

287

1974

55

34

0

89

1975

84

36

48

168

1976

63

95

40

198

1977

75

133

70

287

495

438

513 .

34

30

1970-1977
Total %

Based on ^70-1977 Buildings Permits

36

1,446
100

units per year.

These figures indicate a strong market

for single family dwellings in the area.
Studies in the United States, England, and Australia
have shown that when asked to describe the ideal living
arrangement, people of all incomes and backgrounds will
tend to describe a free-standing, detached, single-family
house and yard.

Whether the attachment to the form

is the form itself, or the fact that i t bears with it
territorial rights over the earth is hard to say, but we
do know that almost universally that an apartment is not
seen as a home, for a home can only be a free-standing
house on the ground.

This is also true of Bozeman, where

a strong majority of persons express a preference for
single family dwellings.

This preference,however, cannot

be realized by all those wishing to do so.

NEW HOUSES

The housing situation in Bozeman is not necessarily
unique, but surely unusual.

During the last decade

migration into the Bozeman area has created an unstable
expansion of the housing market.

The yearly population

increases have created a severe shortage of housing which
has spurred high land development costs and rapid expan
sion of the city.

Those who were once able to afford a

new single family house must now opt for an older unit

or a multi-family unit or apartment.

Economic factors,

therefore, play a large role in the decision of what to
buy.

People can no longer afford to be particular in

choosing what they want in a single family house.

They

can only hope for the best product for their money.
In Bozeman, new houses for the middle income range
in cost between $55 and $60,000.( g ) These figures include
up to $18,000.00 for a lot and as.much as $2,500.00 for
site improvements such as sidewalks and curbs.

The

typical size of these houses range from 1200 to 1400
square feet of finished floor space and 450 square feet
for a double garage.

As a general rule these houses

include:
- 2 or 3 bedrooms;
- a kitchen and dining area.

Sometimes the dining

area is included in the living area.

The kitchen

includes all-electric appliances plus a dishwasher
and sink disposal;
- a living area with a stove or fireplace;
- one bath which includes a tub-shower unit,
lavatory, and toilet.

Also a smaller bath with

a shower unit, lavatory, and toilet, which is
usually the master bath;
- a two-car attached garage;

- i f the house has a basement, i t will generally
be unfinished with windows above grade(daylight
basement). Plumbing may be roughed out for future
additions.
In order to determine local housing preferences
and wants as they may vary from the actual market supply
I contacted four realty companies.
inquiries were much the same..

The answers to my

The wants of those looki

for new houses are fairly well established, whether the
buyer is single or has a family.

The variance from the

actual supply was in the living areas.

People express

a desire for a house with designated formal and informal
areas.

These wants as outlined by the realtors are:

- 2 or 3 bedrooms to accomodate or allow for a
family;
- a family room to allow for more informal family
activity as opposed to a formal living room
si tuation;
- a formal living room for entertainment of guests;
- a dining room or area as a separate element from
the living room and kitchen to allow for formal
dining;
- two baths;
- a two car garage for storage of family items in

addition to automobiles;
- a fireplace or stove to supplement conventional
heating sources as well as extra insulation to
offset high heating costs.

HOUSING STUDY

In order to confirm and elaborate on this informa
tion I contacted twenty-five households at random in the
Bozeman area.

All of those contacted were family house

holds, and the majority of the questions were answered
by both husband and wife.

This information was then

complied to establish specific design criteria for the
project.
The study questions were:
l.(a)

How many in your family? This question was

asked for statistical purposes to determine the size of
the house with respect to the family size.
1•(b)

How long have you lived in your home? This

was to determine the turnover of families with respect
to the house.
1.(c)

How old is your home?

This was asked in

conjunction with the previous question.
2.

Are you dissatisfied with your home in any way?

This was to determine the weaknesses of the specific
plan types.

This also brought out what people wanted

in a home as opposed to what they could get.
3-

What do you look for in a home? This was asked

as i f to say "What is your dream house?"

Here people

began to mention how they evaluated their own home as
well as other homes.

People generally stayed within the

realm of their particular house and how they would improve
upon i t .

In addition to the questions I noted the plan of
each house.

This information was used to establish spec

ific design evaluation criteria from which I could then
determine the strengths and weaknesses of the existing
plan types as well as my own.
The criteria are as follows:
1-

ENTRY - specifically the front entry.
(a) Protection

The entry should be well protected.

Those waiting at the door should not have to be
directly exposed to the elements.(Vestibule entry)
(b) Storage

The entry should have closet storage

upon entering the house.

This is for outer garments

and other similar storage.
( c ) Space Relationships

The entry from the outside

should not be directly into a room, specifically the
living room.

The entry should act as a transition

from the outside to the inside, such as a vestibule.
I t should exist in such a way as to inhibit crosstraffic through rooms.

From the entry, one should

be able to go to most rooms without going through
another room.
2.

LIVING - specifically the living and family rooms.
(a) Space Relationships

The living area should not

act as a circulation corridor from one part of the
house to another.

I t should be isolated such that

i t can be formal and controlled.

The family area

should be directly accessible from the kitchen where
the primary means of control are.
(b) Orientation

The orientation of these spaces

with respect to the exterior should not be arbitrary.
Most houses are oriented towards the street, which
is not always the optimum solar advantage.

The

orientation should be flexible.
3.

DINING
(a)

- specifically the kitchen and eating areas,

Kitchen The kitchen should be easily accessible

from the front entrance and from the garage from which
groceries must be carried.

I t should also be cent

rally located to act as control over the other spaces
in the house.

I t is from this point that most activity

evolves and where the most time is spent.

A

person in the kitchen should be able to oversee
most activities in and around the house.
(b) Dining

The dining area should be directly

accessible from the kitchen and the living and
family spaces to eliminate unnecessary traffic
patterns.
4.

SLEEPING/PRIVATE - specifically bedrooms and baths.
(a) Sleeping

The sleeping areas should be private

and isolated from the more active areas of the house
as well as from each other.
(b) Baths

A bath should be easily accessible from

the active areas of the house for convenience as
well as immediately joined to sleeping areas.
Likewise, baths should be private.
5.

STORAGE AND MECHANICAL - specifically closets,
utility rooms, and heat and
hot water.
(a) Domestic Storage There should be ample storage
space for not only clothes but other collected items.
There can never be enough storage space.

Linen

storage should also be available to the sleeping
areas.
(b) Uti1ity For the most convenience there should

be a laundry area that is easily accessible from
the kitchen as well as the sleeping areas.

Storage

for cleaning supplies and apparatus should also be
in close proximity to the kitchen.
(c) Mechanical

The hot water heater and heating

furnace should be easily accessible for maintenance.
6. CIRCULATION
(a) Economics of Space
for

Space allocated strictly

circulation should be kept at a minimum without

causing traffic patterns through rooms.
(b) Entry/Exit

Entries and exits from the house

should be situated so as not to be disruptive of
interior activity.

These should be visually control

led from the kitchen area.
7.

ADAPTABILITY
(a) Flexibility

The plan of the house should be

flexible to allow for different allocations and
designations of space as needs change. Examples
would be bedrooms usable as studies or sewing rooms
and living room as a family room or vice-versa.
(b) Additions

The design should be such that the

rooms can be changed or added on without loss of
visual or spatial integrity.

This would include

bedroom a d d i t i o n s a n d e x p a n s i o n o f l i v i n g s p a c e s .
Evaluations of three specific plan types occur at
the end of this chapter.

I t is this point by point

analysis of plan types that exposes deficiencies as well
as strong points in any given design.
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SPLIT ENTRY HOUSE,

20

BOZEMAN

plan
variations

The split entry plan is the most predominant type
now being built in Bozeman. (See Figure 5)

Its favor is

due primarily to its appeal to contractors because i t
is easy to build, and i t ' s a safe plan i.e. they know
i t will sell.

People like the plan because of its

daylight basement which allows for added square footage.
1.

ENTRY

The entry offers no exterior protection

because of the flat facade and high roofline. Circulation
from the entry, however, is good for i t allows choice in
going to most areas of the house without intruding on
other areas.

The entry closet should be closer to the

entry itself and not at the top of the stairs.
LIVING

The orientation of the living room is always

to the street which is not necessarily appropriate to the
view or the sun.

The space also acts as a circulation

corridor from the entry to the kitchen, making i t an
informal and open space.
3.

DINING

The kitchen is isolated and can only be

reached by intrusion into the dining and living spaces.
The dining area itself is open directly to the kitchen
which bothered most people.

More of a separation is

desire here, as well as to the living room.

4. SLEEPING/PRIVATE

The arrangement is typical, but

good for i t allows privacy for each room.

The closets

act as buffers between each of the rooms.

The toilet

is in a close relationship with both the public and the
private areas of the house.

More of a visual separation

is needed from the public to the private areas.
5. STORAGE

There is a deficiency of assigned storage

space on the finished floor.

The basement, however, can

act as storage space.
6. CIRCULATION

The central corridor is long but efficient.

The movement pattern through the living and dining areas
is undesirable.

The entry/exit is limited to the front

door and the porch entry at the rear.
7- ADAPTABILITY

Except for the unfinished basement, the

plan offers very little possibility for addition or
rearrangement due to the concise nature of the plan.
Persons living in these houses preferred them over
other types principally because of the split entry.

The

daylight basement does require a deck rear entry. This
bothered some people with small children.
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SPLIT LEVEL

HOUSE,

BOZEMAN

1332 s.f.

The split level plan occurs in both city and rural
subdivisions.

I t has the most possibilities for a varied

and interesting design because of the differentiated
massing of elements. (See Figure 6)
1- ENTRY

The entry is very poor with no exterior pro

tection.

No transition from the outside to the inside

exists.

Upon entering one is virtually dropped into the

living room.
closet.

There is no entry closet, or even a nearby

Every owner expressed dissatisfaction with this

entry.
2. LIVING

Orientation is to the street.

control over the space.

There is no

Circulation through the house

requires passage through the living room.
3- DINING

The dining area is more of a breakfast area

for its size and relationship to the kitchen.

More of

a visual separation should exist between these two spaces.
The kitchen is somewhat isolated from the rest of the
house and lacks any possibilities for control.
4.

SLEEPING/PRIVATE

There is good physical separation

between the public and private spaces, but no visual
separation.

5-

STORAGE

Designated storage space is at a minimum,

but the crawl space under the ground level where the
heating unit is located has ample storage space.
CIRCULATION

Economy of space is good for designated

circulation and is limited to the stairway and the top
of the stairway.

Entry again is poor for i t causes all

circulation to be through the living room.
7- ADAPTABILITY

The ground level plan opts for easy

additional living space, but sleeping is limited to
existing spaces.

This plan is generally a smaller house in finished
square footage.

I found smaller families and couples

lived in this type of house because of the limited nature
of the sleeping arrangements.
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"RANCH"

HOUSE,

SOUTH OF BOZEMAN

This is just one of many "ranch" plans that are
built to the same square footage and exterior.

These

homes are generally not as expensive as the split entry,
for they have no basement.

They are built for the most

part in the rural subdivisions because of their expansive
nature and the larger size of the rural lots.(See Figure 7)
1* ENTRY

The entry is poor for i t opens directly into

the living room forcing circulation through the living
room.

There is no exterior protection.

An entry closet

does,however, exist right at the door.
2- LIVING

A very informal living arrangement is required

as all activity in the house, except for sleeping, must
occur in the one large space.
3- DINING

The kitchen is accessible directly from the

garage, and is likewise good for control of the house
hold's domestic activity.

The dining occurs in this

same space and does not allow the separation of functions
between the dining and kitchen areas.
4- SLEEPING/PRIVATE

There is good privacy, both visually

and physically, although some did complain of the doors
in too close proximity.

There is only one bath in the

house which irritated some.

5. STORAGE

Storage is limited as there are no designated

storage closets or basement.
6-

CIRCULATION

Designated circulation is efficient,

but the open plan implies a large area to be designated
for circulation.

There is no entry/exit to the rear of

the house, which limits activity there.
7-

ADAPTABILITY

It was interesting to note that the

changing needs of the inhabitants were met by removal
or addition of space to the existing house.

The split

level and split entry household owners, however, were
much more reluctant to add on and make changes.

This

could be attributed to the easier means to add on for
houses with the floor level on grade as additions can
be made without costly basement foundations. Location is
also a factor.

Those in rural subdivisions are less

willing to leave their large country lots than city
families are in leaving their smaller lots.
V SUBURBAN AND

Several hundred years ago houses reflected their

RURAL IMAGERY cultural and climatic regions.

A house in a cold

northern region was markedly different from one in the
more arrid south because i t needed to be.
were different and so were the people.

Their climates

Today with air-

conditioning, new construction techniques, and improved
materials, i t is possible to build one house for any
climate or region.

As the country grows more and more

homogenous, so does its architecture.

This trend towards

homogeneity leaves the aspect of a regional architecture
behind, not to be considered.

This is most evident in

the house for i t is the basic unit of architecture.
Even though the words "suburban house" evoke an
image in one's mind, i t is a hollow and useless one a box house with an attached garage.
the living room.
street.

The entry is into

The living room undoubtedly faces the

The front of the house is a collage of building

materials often creating less than pleasing patterns.
The roofs are all the same pitch and configuration creating
a dull and continuous line down a typical block.

Small

windows set high up on the facades indicate where the
bathrooms are, while ones not much larger and just as
high show where the bedrooms are.
The suburban house has been so overworked and repro
duced that i t has lost any sense of character or respec
tability that their progenitors had.

The facades have

become lifeless products devoid of any sensitivity or
vitality .

Most lack any kind of visual stimulation that

would cause them to be remembered.(See Figure 8)

south of Bozeman

The suburban house has become lost in its own anonymity.
Efforts to reverse this aesthetic decline have only
given masks to the problem, not solved i t .

The cover-up

becomes as mindless as the houses themselves.(See Figure 9)
Many times a house will have several different
materials on the front facade, while only one on each
of the other facades.

The relationship of one building

material to another is not considered, or not understood,
and in many cases results in conflict.(See Figure 10)
While searching for individuality, the building becomes
lost in an admixture of leftover bricks and siding. The
building is even out of character with itself.

All of

this is in reality like make-up; i t is an afterthought
to disguise what was originally plain and uninteresting.
Like make-up, i t is never an integral part of the house
and looks applied.

A house, like any building, should

be able to stand alone as a piece of architecture. False
veneers and applique should not be the only means to
appease the eye.
The usual suburban house has given up its archi
tectural integrity because of random and inattentive
design practices.

In order to regain the image of the

house we must return i t to honest form of architecture.

Fig. 9

HOUSE,
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HOUSE,

SOUTH OF BOZEMAN

Most of the houses being built today in Bozeman are
of this same suburban type, neglecting any form of
cultural or regional adaptation.

These houses should

reflect their location and existing architectural
vocabulary, or at least compliment i t .
Bozeman,like the rest of Montana, is a rural region.
This factor,along with the cold and snowy climate, should
be evident in its architecture.

Old farmhouses and barns,

being built primarily upon utilitarian principles, are
most reminiscent of Montana's lifestyle and climate.
(See Figures 11 and 12) Although greater Bozeman is not
of a strictly rural nature, its architecture should re
flect the rural base upon which i t was founded.

This

reflection need not be a direct transfer of past archi
tectural styles, and indeed should not be.

The archi

tecture of today should have its own identity. But like
wise, i t should reasonably reflect its heritage and
foundations.
Rural houses built along the same ideals of economy
as our present houses, are representative of their age.
But i t is this past age that better understood the advan
tages of a climatized and regionalized architecture and
further utilized its principles.

Although methods of

RURAL HOUSE,

SPRINGHILL

good i n s u l a t i o n were v i r t u a l l y n o n - e x i s t e n t , o t h e r
types of weather precautions were taken.

Covered

porches protected the e n t r y from snow and rain while
t h e v e s t i b u l e c o n t r o l l e d d r a f t s from t h e f r o n t door.
Sharply angled roofs were b e t t e r s u i t e d f o r snow and
snow melt than t h e f l a t t e r suburban roofs seen today.
(See Figure 13)

These houses were equipped with storm

windows t o hold o u t d r a f t s and f u r t h e r i n s u l a t e t h e
inside from t h e c o l d .

In comparing t h e r u r a l house of

yesterday t o t h e modern suburban house of today, t h e
former shows a g r e a t e r awareness of t h e p r i n c i p l e s of
conservation.
Although most every house i s u l t i m a t e l y a box, t h e
r u r a l house, I f e e l , b e t t e r manipulated t h e box i n t o a
more pleasing composition.

The form of t h e house i t s e l f

was a varied massing of proportioned elements i n d i c a t i n g
a c t i v i t y and u t i l i t y .

The roof was more pronounced as

a design element and became an i n t e g r a l p a r t of t h e form.
The entrance had g r e a t e r emphasis than i t does now f o r
the porch and v e s t i b u l e c l e a r l y marked an opening and
indicated human s c a l e .

The house was b e t t e r able t o

stand by i t s e l f a s a piece of a r c h i t e c t u r e than our
present

examples.

The d e t a i l i n g and decoration was

RURAL

HOUSE,

BRIDGER

CANYON

Fig. 14

STOREFRONT,

UNION VILLE

such that i t enhanced the design, rather than masking
it.

Window and door moldings gave accet to the facades.

The siding materials alone gave texture and depth to
the house.

I t was not artificial or applied as an

afterthought.

The rural house stood as an honest form

of architecture.
The typical suburban subdivision box house satis
fies potential buyers as i t is a proven seller on the
market.

An alternative should be offered that is real

ized in architecture and not in the building trades.
Solutions are not to replace existing houses, for that
would be an inconceivable project.

Rather, they provide

a good design for the market place of available homes
as a buyer option in mid-range housing.

VI. PROGRAM I

HOUSE FOR A CITY SUBDIVISION
Houses built within the Bozeman city limits are
somewhat smaller in size compared to those or rural
subdivisions due to lot size restrictions.

For this

reason I have chosen a two level design program.

In

conjunction with design criteria such as cost guide
lines, square footages, and design evaluation noted
in earlier sections, the following program is proposed:
(1) Two level house with or without basement.
(2) Living space of 1300 to 1400 square feet.
(3) Attached two car garage of 450 square feet.
(4) Construction cost of $42-$45,000.00, plus allowance
of $18,000.00 for lot and $2,500.00 S.I.D.'s.

(5) Space requirements.
a. Covered entrance with vestibule

35 s.f.

b. Entry hall

40

c. Living area

170

d. Family area

200

e. Kitchen

120

f. Dining area

120

g. Bath No.1

60

Bath No.2

50

h. Bedrooms

No.l

140

No.2

120

No.3

110

i . Storage

75

j. Utility/wash

35

k. Circulation and design factor
Total square footage

125
1400

The plan is to be flexible so as to produce varied
and different designs for mass unit subdivision develop
ment.

The design is to be of a universally adaptable

orientation to allow for unknown site placement.

PROGRAM II

HOUSE FOR A RURAL SUBDIVISION
Rural subdivision lots are usually an acre or
more and consequently plan configurations should
reflect this with a one level or split level house.
Such houses are of a more open nature than a two level
plan and are preferred by most rural residents.^)
Program requirements are in accordance with the criteria
evolved in earlier sections and are as follows:
(1) Single or split level house with or without
basement.
(2) Living space of 1300 - 1350 square feet.
(3) Attached two car garage of 450 square feet.
(4) Construction cost of $40-42,000.00 plus $15,000.00
for lot and $4,000.00 for water well, fence and
road improvements.

(5) Space requirements.
a.

Covered entrance with vestibule

35 s.f.

b.

Entry hall

40

c.

Living area

170

d.

Family area

200

e.

Kitchen

120

f.

Dining area

120

g.

Bath No. 1

60

No. 2

50

h.

Bedroom No. 1

140

No. 2

120

No. 3

110

i.

Storage

75

j.

Utility/wash

35

k.

Circulation and design factor

75

Total square footage

1350

The plan is to be flexible so as to produce
varied and different designs for mass unit subdivisions
development.

The design is to be of a universally

adaptable orientation to allow for unknown site placement.

NOTES
1 Chuck Swenson, Sales Representative, ERA-Century
Realty. Bozeman. Interview 1-17-79
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3 Carol Wedin and G. Nygren Housing Perspectives:
Individuals and Families. Burgess Publishing Co.
Minneapolis. 1976 p. 157
4 Eugene Raskin Architecture and People. PrenticeHall Inc. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 1974 p. 22
5 Philippe Boudon Lived-In Architecture.
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6 Ibid
7 C. Wedin and G. Nygren, op cit. , p . 1 5 7
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APPENDIX
H.U. D. building standards*

400-1

Building design shall provide for a safe, secure, healthful,
and attractive living facility and environment suited to the
needs of family life and individual family members. It
shall provide for ease of circulation and housekeeping;
visual and auditory privacy; appropriate light and ventilation;
fire and accident protection; economy in ma"1'ntenance and use of
space; accessory services, and sanitation facilities.

AO1-3.1

Living Area
a.

Each dwelling unit shall contain space that is conducive
to general family living and group activities such as
entertaining, reading, writing, listening to music, watch
ing television, relaxing and frequently children's play.

b.

Space shall be provided in the living area to accommodate
the following furniture or its equivalent with comfortable
use and circulation space:
1 - couch, 3'-0" x 6'-10"
2 - easy chairs, 2,-6" x 3'-0"
(1 - for efficiency apt.)
(3 - for 4 or more bedroom units)
1 - desk, l'-8" x 3'-6"
1 - desk chair, l*-6" x l'-*"
1 - television set, l'-4" x 2f-8M
1 - table, l'-^" x 2*-6"

*fm-.

HUD Minimum
One
U. S.

and

Two

Dept. of

Washington

Property Standards for
Family Dwellings, Vol. I.
Housing

D. C..

and

Urban

1973 and 1978

Development,

401-3.2 Dining Area
a.

Each dwelling unit shall contain space for dining. This
area may be combined with the living room or kitchen, or
it may be a separate room.

b. Space for accommodating the following size table and chairs
with proper circulation space in the dining area shall be
provided for the intended number of occupants as shown:
(Efficiency or 1 bedroom) 2 persons, 2'-6M x 2'-6"
(2 bedrooms) 4 persons, 2f-6H x 3'-2"
(3 bedrooms) 6 persons, 3'-4" x 4'-0" or 4,-0" round
(4 or more bedrooms) 8 persons, 3,-4" x 6,«^)M or
4*-0" x 4f-0M
Dining chairs, l!-6" x l'-6"
*401-3.3 Bedrooms
a.

Each dwelling unit shall have space(s) allocated to sleeping,
dressing and personal care.

b. Each bedroom shall accommodate at least the following
furniture or its equivalent with comfortable use and cir
culation space:
(1) Primary Bedroom: (required in each non-elderly living
unit except efficiency)
2
1
1
1

-

twin beds, 3'-3" x 6'-10"
dresser, l'-6" x 4'-4"
chair, l'-6" x l'-6"
crib, 2'-6" x 4'-6" (may be located in another room
in addition to the required
furnishings)

(2) Secondary Bedrooms:
(a) Double Occupancy Bedroom:
1 - double bed, 4,-6" x e'-lO"
1 - dresser, l'-e" x 3'-6"
1 - chair, V-6" x lf-6M
(b) Single Occupancy Bedroom:
1 - twin bed, 3f-3" x 6*-10"
1 - dresser, lf-6n x 3'-6"
1 - chair. l'-6" x lf-6M

Ill
TABLE 4-1.1
MINIMUM ROOM SIZES
*A.

Minimum Room Sizes for Separate Rooms

LR
DR
BR (primary) (2)
BR (secondary)
Total area, BR's

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

*B,

Minimum Area (Sq Ft) (7)
Least
LU with LU with LU with LU with Dimen
1-BR
2-BR
3-BR
4-BR
sion
160
80
120
NA
120

160
80
120
80
200

170
95
120
80
280

180
110
120
80
380

ll'-O"
S'-O"
9f-4"
o

LU with
0-BR

|i

Nnine of Space(1)

Minimum Room Sizes for Combined Spaces

Combined Space
(1) (4)
1,11-DA
LR-DA-SL
I.R-DA-K (5)
LR-SL
K-DA (6)

LU with
0-BR
NA
220
NA
180
80

Minimum Area (Sq Ft) (7)
LU with
LU with LIJ with
1-BR
2-BR
3-BR
180
NA
220
NA
100

180
NA
220
NA
100

200
NA
250
NA
110

Least
LU with Dimen
sion(3)
4-BR
220
NA
280
NA
120

Notes for Table 4-1.1
(1) Abbreviations:
LU =
LR =
DR =
DA =
0-BR

Living Unit
Living Room
Dining Room
Dining Area
= LU with no separate Bedroom

K = Kitchen
NA = Not Applicable
BR = Bedroom
SL = Sleeping Area

*(2) Primary bedrooms shall have at least one wall space of at least
10 ft uninterrupted by openings less than 44 in. above the floor.
(3) The minimum dimensions of a combined room shall be the sum of the
dimensions of the Individual single rooms involved, except for the
overlap or combined use of space.

(4)

For two adjacent spaces to be considered a combined room, the
zontal opening between spaces shall be at least 8 ft - 0 in.,
that between kitchen and dining functions, the opening may be
to 6 ft - 0 In. Spaces not providing this degree of openness
, meet minimum room sizes required for separate rooms.

hori
except
reduced
shall

(5)

A combined LR-DA-K shall have a clear opening between the kitchen
and dining area of at least 4 ft - 0 in.

(6)

These required minima apply when the only eating space is in the
kitchen.

(7)

The floor area of an alcove, or recess off a room, having a least
dimension less than required for the room, shall be included only
if it is not more than 10 percent of the minimum room size permitted
and is useful for the placement of furniture.

401-4.1

Kitchen
a.

Each dwelling shall have a kitchen area which provides
for efficient food preparation, serving and storage, as
well as utensil storage and cleaning up after meals.

b.

Kitchen fixtures and countertops shall be provided in
accordance with Table 4-1.2. Required countertops shall
be approximately 24 in. deep and 36 in. high. Clearance
between base cabinet fronts in food preparation area
shall be 40 in. minimum.

c.

Required countertops may be combined when they are located
between two fixtures — stove, refrigerator, sink. Such a
countertop shall have a minimum frontage equal to that of
the larger of the countertops being combined. This com
bined counter may also be the mixing counter when its
minimum length is equal to that required for the mixing
counter. Countertop frontages may continue around corners.
A 72 in. compact kitchen with wall cabinets may be used in
efficiency living units

COUNTERTOPS AND FIXTURES

Work Center

Number of Bedrooms
0
1
2
3
4
Minimum Frontages in Lineal In.

Sink (1)
Countertop, each side
Range or Cooktop Space(2)(3)(6)
Countertop, one side (4)
Refrigerator Space (5)
Countertop, one side (4)
Mixing Countertop

18
15
21
15
30
15
21

24
18
21
18
30
15
30

24
21
24
21
36
15
36

32
24
30
24
36
15
36 .

32
30
30
30
36
18
42

*Notes
(1) When a dishwasher is provided, a 24 in. sink is acceptable.
(2) Where a built-in wall oven is installed, provide an 18 in.
wide counter adjacent to it.
(3) A range burner shall not be located under a window nor
within 12 in. of a window. Where a cabinet is provided
above a range, 30 in. clearance shall be provided to the
bottom of an unprotected cabinet, or 24 in. to the bottom
of a protected cabinet.
(4) Provide at least 9 in. from the edge of a range to an
adjacent corner cabinet and 15 in. from the side of a
refrigerator to an adjacent corner cabinet.
(5) Refrigerator space may be 33 in. when a refrigerator is
provided and the door opens within its own width.
(6) When a range is not provided, a 30 in. wide space shall
be provided.
e.

Kitchen storage shelf area shall be provided in accordance
with Table 4-1.3. At least one third of the required area
shall be located in base or wall cabinets. At least 60 per
cent of the required area shall be enclosed by cabinet doors*

TABLE 4-1.3
STORAGE AREA

SQ

FT

Minimum Shelf Area (1,2,3,4)
Minimum Drawer Area (5)

401-4.2

Number of Bedrooms
0
1
2
3
4
24

30

38

44

50

4

6

8

10

12

Baths
*a.

Each dwelling unit shall have one bathroom containing a
bathtub with a minimum outside width of 30 in., a lavatory
and water closet. In other bathrooms showers may be sub
stituted for bathtubs. Bathrooms shall provide for
comfortable access to, and use of, each fixture. Bathrooms
shall be convenient to the bedrooms.

c.

Bathrooms shall be provided with the following accessories:
(1)

Grab-bar and soap dish at tub or shower

(2)

Shower curtain rod or enclosure at shower

(3)

Soap dish at lavatory (soap dishes may be integral
with the fixture)

(4) [Toilet paper holder at watercloset
(5)

Mirror and medicine cabinet or equivalent enclosed
sstorage

(6)

One towel bar convenient to tub and lavatory

d.

Each half bath shall be provided with items 3, 4, 5, and 6,
in 401-4.2c.

e.

Stall showers shall have a minimum area of 1024 sq in. and
a least dimension of 30 in.

f.

Water impervious wainscot shall be provided at walls around
showers or tub-showers to a min. height of 6 ft from
finished floor.

Vll
*401-5.2

Bedroom Closets
Each bedroom shall have accessible clear hanging space equipped
with rod and shelf which meets or exceeds the following:
Double occupancy bedrooms 2'-0" deep x 5'-0" wide
Single occupancy bedrooms 2'-0" deep x 3?-0" wide

401-5.3

Coat Closet
Provide at least a 2 ft x 2 ft (clear floor area) coat closet
convenient to the entrance.

401-5.4

401-5.5

Linen Storage shall be provided as follows:
a.

Minimum shelf area:
3 or more bedrooms.

10 sq ft for 2 bedrooms; 15 sq ft for

b.

Spacing of shelving:

c.

Shelving over 74 in. above floor shall not be counted as
required storage.

not less than 12 in. o.c.

General Storage
a.

In addition to required closets and kitchen storage, each
dwelling unit shall have a minimum total volume of interior
and exterior storage of 200 cu ft plus 75 cu ft per bedroom.
Required storage space in attics shall be accessible by a
permanent or disappearing stairway.

b.

Required general storage may be reduced 50 cu ft when
exterior maintenance is to be performed by other than
occupants.

c.

At least one third of the total volume of general storage
space provided shall be located for the convenient storage
of items used out doors.

viii
TABLE 4-1.4
MINIMUM CEILING HEIGHTS

Halls, Baths

7l-0n

r

Luminous Ceilings

o

7 ?-6"

• i

Habitable Rooms

Sloping Ceilings

at least 7'-6" for 1/2
the room with no portion
less than 5'-0"

Basements without Habitable Spaces

6'-8M (6'-4" under girders)

After working for 6 months on one focus
T find this summary very anti-climactic.
The project, T feel, was successful in that
I found more practical applications of my
knowledge than I would have if I had done
a more theoretical exercise.

But, I found

the project to "be somewhat stifling because
of its tight program and extreme limitations.
I was riot able to expand into the realm of
experimentation as much as I had hoped, or
at most I did not let myself expand in otherdirections.

That became an oversight on my

part.
I am pleased with the plans of the pro
ject, for they were the majority of my study
and research.

They are still, as yet, un

finished, but I did reach a point of refine
ment suitable for presentation.

The elevations,

however, need much more study, especially
those of the second scheme.

The concept I

feel is valid and worth persuing later; that
of a storefront type element within the frame
work of similar elevation configuration.

Absent from the text were the constraints
inherent to the project.

Economic limitations

automatically reduced the possibilities of
design innovations.

Limitations such as amount

of gross square footage, exterior wall area,
and window area restricted what could be done
as far as making the appearance of these houses
interesting.

All of these were grossly mis

understood at the inception of the project,
and soon became harsh realities.

I now have

a greater respect for housing as it exists,
and it is still the best housing in the world,
but it still can be improved.
The design of speculation houses must
be fairly conventional, or the people will
generally not but it.

The hardest part of

the project to research was to find out what
is conventional and what is not, and the fine
line between the two.
was to find that line.

The aim of the project
I believe I am closer

to understanding it now, but I still have much
more learning to do.
I would like to thank many people for

their help on this project.

Joan Draper

helped me more than anyone, for she gave the
project needed guidance and undue support.
Dale Solum, Greg Allen, Jay Jurgens, to
name a few helped me along in some very tight
spots.

I thank you all.

My parents too

deserve credit for their support of my
education and aspirations.
more than can ever be said.

To them 1 owe
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